Abstract. This paper introduces an extension of descriptive intersection and provides a framework for descriptive unions of nonempty sets. Fibre bundles provide structures that characterize spatially near as well as descriptively near sets, their descriptive intersection and their unions. The properties of four different forms of descriptive unions are given. A main result given in this paper is the equivalence between ordinary set intersection and a descriptive union. Applications of descriptive unions are given with respect to Jeffs-Novik convex unions and descriptive unions in digital images.
Introduction
Descriptively near sets were introduced in [8, 9] , elaborated on in [5] and applied in a number of different contexts such as shape classification [12] [1] , vortex nerve structures [13] , strongly proximal Edelsbrunner-Harer nerves [14] , quantum entanglement [15] and in the foundations of computational proximity [11] . The introduction of such sets was motivated by the need to provide a framework for representing both spatially as well as descriptively similar objects. A description of an object is a real-valued feature vector that characterizes the object. Digital images are a fertile ground for both spatial and descriptive nearness. For example adjacent pixels are spatially near and pixels with the same intensity values are descriptively near regardless of their spatial location.
To formulate spatial and descriptive nearness of sets, we require a structure that links a set with its description. A probe function is a map φ ∶ 2 K → R n , which assigns a n−dimensional vector valued description to all subsets of K. A fibre bundle,(K Φ , K, π, φ(U )), can be used to specify the link between a set and its description. Here K Φ is the glossa (Latin for glossary) , K is the set, π is a continuous surjection and φ(U ), U ⊂ K is the fibre. K φ is a set in which each element k of K is paired with its description φ(k)(the fibre), hence we call this 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54E05 (Proximity); Secondary 68U05 (Computational Geometry). α The research has been supported by University of Manitoba Graduate Fellowship and Gorden P.
Osler Graduate Scholarship. structure a glossa. This structure can be represented as the following diagram.
Moreover, this structure satisfies the local trivialization property. Hence, the following diagram commutes.
This means that in a small neighborhood U ⊂ K, K Φ is homeomorphic( under map γ) to U × φ(U ). Note that π ∶ K Φ → K maps each element in the glossa K Φ to the corresponding element in K, in this small neighborhood π −1 (U ) ⊂ K. This is due to the fact that a fibre bundle is locally homomorphic to a product space but can vary in structure globally. We also assume that every element of a set has a description i.e. φ(k) ≠ ∅ for k ∈ K.
Descriptive set theoretic operations
In this work, it is important to illustrate the distinction between K, K Φ and φ(K). This distinction is centeral to the proposed framework that unifies the spatial and descriptive aspects of a set. To ellaborate this distinction we present the following example. Example 1. Suppose we have four balls of three different colors, B 1 , B 2 , B 3 and B 4 . We can represent these objects as a set K = {B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 }. Now suppose we have a function,φ that measures the color of each of these balls. Now colors of the balls can be written as a set φ(K) = {φ(k) ∶ k ∈ K}. In this case φ(K) = {Blue, Black, Blue, Green}. The glossa K φ is the set in which each of the elements is paired with its description,K Φ = {{k, φ(k)} ∶ k ∈ K}. In this case K φ = {{B 1 , Blue}, {B 2 , Black}, {B 3 , Blue}, {B 4 , Green}}. Thus, the objects exist in a broader universe K Φ , which pairs their spatial aspects K with their respective descriptions φ(K).
Union and intersection are two important set theoretic operations. Union is defined as Definition 1. Let A, B be two sets. Then,
and ⋃ is the union operator.
Intersection is defined as
Definition 2. Let A, B be two sets. Then, A ⋂ B = {x ∶ x ∈ A and x ∈ B}, and ⋂ is the intersection operator.
Here we will consider the extension of these operations to the framework of sets with descriptions, termed as glossa.
2.1. Descriptive Intersection. Notion of descriptive intersection was introduced to study the similarity of sets in terms of their description [10] . It is defined as follows, Definition 3. Let A, B ⊂ K be two subsets of K and φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function. Then
We can represent this notion in the following diagram,
Let us study some important properties of ⋂ Φ . Theorem 1. Let A, B ⊂ K be two subsets of a set K,φ ∶ 2 K → R n be the probe function and π ∶ R n → 2 K be a map such that π ∶ x ↦ {y ∈ K ∶ φ(y) = x}. Then, A ⋂ Φ B has following properties:
Proof. 1 0 By interchanging A and B in the arrow diagram illustrated in eq. 3, we get the following diagram:
By the def. 1 A ∪ B is the set of elements in either A or B, and B ∪ A is the set of elements in either B or A. It is clear that A ∪ B = B ∪ A. Moreover, def. 2 φ(A) ∩ φ(B) is the set of elements common to both φ(A) and φ(B). φ(B) ∩ φ(A) is the set of elements common to both φ(B) and φ(A). Hence,
0 By subsituting A = ∅ in the diagram in eq. 3, we get the following:
. This is due to the fact that ∅ is by definition included in the power set 2
0 By subsitutting A = B in the arrow diagram of eq. 3 we get,
0 As we know that φ is a function, thus by definition it can be one-to-one or manyto-one but not one-to-many. Moreover, A ∩ B means that there are elements common to both the sets. Thus due to the definition of a funciton
5 0 As we know that φ being a function can be either one-to-one or many-to-one but not one to many. Keeping this in mind, and the fact that A ⋂
We can see that φ is a many-to-one function then it is possible that for choosing the elements such that φ(x) ∈ φ(A) and φ(x) ∈ φ(B).
From this we can see that A ⋂ Φ B is generally distinct from both A ∩ B and A ∪ B. Thus, it yields information that is different from both the spatial union and intersection.
2.2. Descriptive Union. Now, let us move onto the idea of a descriptive union. We will define different notions of union based on whether they are restrictive or non-restrictive(spatially), and descriptive discriminatory or nondiscriminatory. First, we define what these terms stand for as follows.
• restrictive: all the elements in A ∪ B are considered.
• non-restrictive: only the elements in A ∩ B are considered.
• descriptive nondiscriminatory: we consider element with any value of description.
• descriptive discriminatory: we consider elements with specific values of description.
For sets A, B ⊂ K, the four different types of unions yielded by the above mentioned categorization are listed in 
is the spatially restricted and descriptively discriminant union.
This definition leads to the following diagram.
Out of the elements of A ∩ B, we only consider those with descriptions equal to i or j. These values are selected beforehand for this purpose. The following theorem presents important results regarding restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union.
Then the following properties are true for the restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union:
A.
.
where φ A∩B is the restriction of φ to the domain A ∩ B.
Proof. 1
o By subsituting A with B and vice versa in eq. 4 we get the following diagram:
We know that elements in B and A are the same as the elements in A and B, 
2
o Let us substitute A = ∅ in eq. 5, to get the following diagram:
We can observe from this diagram that ∅⋃
But, as we know that φ ∶ 2 K → R n , thus we have a description for ∅ even if it is not an element of the sets in question. This is because ∅ ∈ 2 K , as empty set is a subset of every set. From the definition of π({i} ∪ {j}) will equal {∅} if φ(∅) = i or φ(∅) = j. We are using the notion that X = ∅ and X = {∅} are different with the former being an empty set while the later having one element which is the empty set itself. 3
o By substituting B = A in eq. 5 we get the following diagram:
A is embedded in A∩A = A. Using the definition of π, and def. 4 we can see that we get the elements of A ∩ A = A that have a description of i or j. 6 o ⇒∶ i ∈ (Codomain)(φ A∩B ) means that no element in A∩B has the deescription i. Under this assumption we can see that def. 4 will reduce to the definition of A⋃ φ={j} B. Because all the elements having a description of i or j are the same as all the elements having the description j. This is due to the fact that no element has the description i. ⇐∶ A⋃ φ={i,j} B = A⋃ φ={j} B, means that the elements in A∩B having a description i or j are the same as the elements having description j. This can only happen if none of the elements in A ∩ B have the description i. Hence, i ∈ Codomain(φ A∩B ). proving both ⇒ and ⇐ leads to the conclusion that ⇔ holds.
2.2.2.
Non-restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union. Consider taking into account, all the unique elements of sets A and B. Then, select those elements which have either of the two values of description selected apriori. This particular notion of a union is termed, spatially inrestricted as it starts from A ∪ B and descriptively discriminant, as it then selects elements having either of the two descriptions chosen beforehand. The resulting definition is
is the spatially unrestricted and descriptively discriminant union.
From the definition we can construct the following .
Where {i}, {j} are values of description, chosen before hand for analysis. We only select the elements that have either of these descriptions. We formulate important results regarding non-restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let A, B ⊂ K be subsets in K, φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function and π ∶ R n → 2 K be a map such that π ∶ x ↦ {y ∈ K ∶ φ(y) = x}.Then the following properties are true for the non-restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union:
. where φ A∩B is the restriction of φ to the domain A ∩ B.
Proof. 1
o Interchanging A and B in the diagram illustrated in eq. 5, we get the following
Comparing this to eq. 5, we observe that B ∪ A is the same as A ∪ B. This is because x ∈ A or x ∈ B is equivalent to x ∈ B or x ∈ A. The rest of the diagram is same as that in diagram 5. Thus, A ⋃ φ={i,j}
2
o By setting A = ∅ in the diagram 5 we get, B implies that none of the elements of A or B have the i or j as their description. Hence, {i, j} ∈ Codomain(φ A∪B ). Proving both ⇒ and ⇐ leads to the conclusion that ⇔, or the bijection also holds. 6 o ⇒∶ i ∈ Codomain(φ A∪B ) means that none of the elements in the sets A or B has the description i. This implies that all the elements of A ∪ B having the description of i or j are the same as those elements of A ∪ B having the description j. ⇐∶ We know that φ is a function hence it can be either many-to-one or one-toone, i.e. multiple elements can have the same description but it is not possible for an element to have multiple descriptions. A ⋃ φ={i,j}
i.e. elements of A ∪ B having the descriptions of i or j are same as the elements of A ∪ B having the description of j, if there are no elements having the description i. This means that i ∈ Codomain(φ A∪B ). Proving both the ⇒ and ⇐ establishes that ⇔ holds.
7
o ⇒∶ φ being an injective function forces each element to have a unique description. Combining this with the fact that when restricted to A∩B, φ = {i, j}, it can be observed that it is not possible for any element outside of A ∩ B to be either i or j. From def. 5, this leads to A ⋃ φ={i,j}
⇐∶ A ⋃ φ={i,j} B = A ∩ B requires that the elements in A ∩ B have description of either i or j. This leads to the condition that φ A∩B . The additional requirement forced by the antecedant is that no element outside A∩B have the same description as that of elements inside. This calls for the map φ to preserve the distinctness of elements. Such a fucntion is called an injective function. Hence, proving both ⇒ and ⇐ results in establishing the ⇔.
Restrictive and descriptive nondiscriminatory union.
Another possible definition is to consider a dual of descriptive intersection defined in Def. 3 by replacing ∪ with ∩. The resulting notion of union is restrictive, since it only considers the elements common to both sets A and B. Moreover, we donot choose elements with specific descriptions, hence this notion is descriptive nondiscriminatory. The resulting definition is as follows: We can represent this definition as the following diagram.
An important result regarding the spatially restricted and discriptively indiscriminant union is stated as follows.
Theorem 4. Let A, B ⊂ K be the two sets in K and φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function. Then,
Proof. It can be seen that every x ∈ A ∩ B satisfies the condition that φ(x) ∈ φ(A) and φ(x) ∈ φ(B). Thus it satisfies the condition that φ(x) ∈ φ(A) or φ(x) ∈ φ(B). Def. 6 reduces to A ∩ B, hence proved.
An other statement of the above result is that the description of every element in A ∩ B is either included in φ(A) or φ(B). Spatially restricted and descriptively indiscriminant union is equivalent to the usual interesction of sets ignoring the description of constituent elements.
Non-restrictive and descriptive nondiscriminatory union.
We consider a definition of the descriptive union that considers all the unique elements of sets A and B, i.e. A ∪ B. Moreover, we do not filter the elements chosen based on their description and hence the notion of being descriptive nondiscriminatory. With this in mind we propose the following definition, Definition 7. Let A, B ⊂ K be two subsets of K and φ ∶ 2 K → R n be the probe function. Then
where ⋃ Φ is the spatially unrestricted and descriptively indiscriminant union.
This can be illustrated using the following diagram.
An important result regarding the spatially unrestricted and descriptively indiscriminant union is presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let A, B ⊂ K be the two sets in K and φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function. Then,
Proof. It can be seen that every x ∈ A ∪ B satisfies the condition that φ(x) ∈ φ(A) or φ(x) ∈ φ(B). Thus, def. 7 reduces to A ∪ B, hence proved.
We can restate this principle by saying that description of elements in A ∪ B are the same as φ(A) or φ(B). Thus, a spatially unrestricted and descriptvely indiscriminant union is equivalent to the usual notion of union, that ignores the descriptions of elements.
Applications
In this section we will use the notion of descriptive union developed in section 2.2. We will try to emulate some concepts developed in literature using the set theoretic union. This is to start a study in to wealth of structures that descriptive unions have to offer.
Convex union representable complexes.
A collection of sets X, such that for a set S ∈ X any subset T ⊂ S is also in X, is called a simplicial complex (here after referred to as a complex). A nerve complex is a collection of sets with a non-empty intersection. The notion of a nerve complex was introduced by P. Alexandroff [2] ,[3], elaborated by P. Alexandroff and H. Hopf [4] in the context of CW complexes and generalized by H. Edelsbrunner and J.L. Harer [6] . If a complex can be represented as a nerve of convex sets in R d , then it is d-representable. An extension of this concept is defined in [7] . A d-convex union representable complex is a nerve of finite collection of convex open sets in R d , with the additional property that the union of these sets is also convex.
Let us define this idea in the context of descriptive set theoretic operations. We begin by defining the idea of a descriptive nerve as follows: Definition 8. Let U be a finite collection of sets, {U 1 , ⋯, U n }. Then, the descriptive nerve is defined as:
As we have four different types of descriptive unions we have four types of convex union representable complexes. Here, we use the symbol ⋃ des to represent all of these in the definition of descriptive d-convex union representable complexes.
Definition 9. Let K be a simplicial complex and {U } be a collection of convex open sets
Then, K is a d-convex union representable complex.
In the following theorem we formulate some results regarding convexity of the descriptive union of convex sets. We formulate this theorem for the unions of two sets as in the current paper our focus is on union as a binary operation. Theorem 6. Let A, B ⊂ K be two convex sets, let φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function and π ∶ R n → 2 K be a map such that π ∶ x ↦ {y ∈ K ∶ φ(y) = x}. Then the following properties are true regarding the convexity of descriptive union:
where f ⊳ D is restriction of the range of a function f to D, a subset of the original range of the function.
B is equivalent to x ∈ A ∩ B such that φ(x) = {i, j}, that is equivalent toπ (i) ∪π(j).π = π ⊳ A ∩ B, is the range restriction of π to 2 A∩B . This is required as the range of π is 2 K . Once, we establish this equivalence we can conclude that ifπ (i) ∪π(j) is convex then A⋃ φ={i,j} B is also convex and vice aversa. Hence, we can prove the bijection. B is equivalent to x ∈ A ∪ B such that φ(x) ∈ {i, j}. This can be expressed asπ (i) ∪π(j),π = π ⊳ 2 A∪B is the restriction of range of π to 2 A∪B . This is necessary as the range of π is 2 K . Once this equivalence is established, we can immediately conclude that ifπ (i) ∪π(j) is convex then A ⋃ φ={i,j} B and vice aversa, thus proving the bijection. Fig. 1 .3 is the illustration of restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union. Fig. 1.4 shows the non-restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union. Fig. 1 .5 is the restrictve and descriptive nondiscriminatory union. Fig. 1.6 is the non-restrictive and descriptive non-discriminatory union.
3.2.1. Restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union. Let us present a modified version of the original definition(def. 4) to incorporate tolerance.
Definition 10. Let A ⊂ K be a subset in K,φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function and η be an arbitrary positive number. Then
is the spatially restricted and descriptively discriminant union with a tolerance. Now we move on to the application of this concept to the digital image shown in Fig. 1.1 . We select two subsets with a non-empty intersection as shown in Fig. 1.2 , one of the sets is coloured green and the other one red for identification. From def. 10, it can be established that we are restricted to the intersection (a diamond shaped region) of regions under consideration. B is the set of pixels in A ∪ B within the tolerance range of [254, 224, 198] or [208, 35, 37] . This is shown in Fig. 1.3 . 3.2.2. Non-restrictive and descriptive discriminatory union. We start by presenting a version of def. 5 that incorporates tolerance.
Definition 11. Let A, B ⊂ K be subsets in K, φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function and η be an arbitrary positive number. Then Definition 12. Let A, B ⊂ K be subsets of K, φ ∶ 2 K → R n and η be an arbitrary positive number. Then,
is the spatially restricted and descriptively indiscriminant union with a tolerance.
The two subsets under consderation are presented in Fig. 1.2 . It can be seen that A⋃ η,Φ B is restricted to A ∩ B. It consists of all the pixels in A ∩ B that have the description matching any of the pixels in A or B. A result stating the equivelence of this union to the A ∩ B was theorized for the case without tolerance in Thm. 4. We can reformulate this for the case in which we consider tolerance as follows. Theorem 7. Let A, B ⊂ K be the two sets in K, φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function and η be an arbitrary positive number. Then,
Proof. It can be seen that every x ∈ A ∩ B satisfies the condition that φ(x) ∈ φ(A) and φ(x) ∈ φ(B). These can be rewritten as φ(x) − φ(A) 2 = 0 and φ(x) − φ(B) 2 = 0. These conditions are more restrictive than the ones required for A⋃ Definition 13. Let A, B ⊂ K be two subsets of K, φ ∶ 2 K → R n be the probe function and η be an arbitrary positive number. Then Theorem 8. Let A, B ⊂ K be the two sets in K, φ ∶ 2 K → R n be a probe function, and η is an arbitrary positive number. Then,
Proof. It can be seen that every x ∈ A ∪ B satisfies the condition that φ(x) ∈ φ(A) or φ(x) ∈ φ(B). These statements are equivalent to φ(x)−φ(A) 2 = 0 or φ(x)− φ(B) 2 = 0. The conditions for x inA ∪ B to be in A ⋃
It is straigh forward that φ(x) − φ(A) 2 = 0 ⇒ φ(x) − φ(A) 2 ≤ η and φ(x) − φ(B) 2 = 0 ⇒ φ(x) − φ(B) 2 ≤ η. Thus, def. 13 reduces to A ∪ B, hence proved.
We can see this equivalence illustrated for the case of digital images in Fig. 1.6 
Conclusion
This study extends the notion of descriptive intersection and presents it in the newly defined framework of descriptive unions called glossa. We use fibre bundles to explain the relationship between a set and the description of its elements. We propose four different notions of descriptive union and determine their properties. Moreover, we consider the application of these unions in d-convex union representable complexes and in digital images.
